Teaching Brass: A Resource Manual
Synopsis

This unique combination of exercises, instruction, and reference material helps music education students learn to play and teach brass instruments, and is a resource students can use after they move into their teaching careers. Written by five brass players, Teaching Brass addresses the problems of learning and teaching the five principle brass instruments from the viewpoint of an expert teacher on each specific instrument.
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Customer Reviews

Provides really good information for starting new musicians on brass instruments. It was a little confusing for me as a non-brass player though, the methods are definitely geared toward brass players who are the ones teaching.

this book is very helpful for me, as an up and coming music instructor. everything needed to know about the brass instruments, including the music to play for different grade levels. a good buy.

Is a great way to learn some of the basics of brass instruments but does not give a lot of playing song resources, mostly etudes

its ok not the best but it does what it's suppose to do which is teaches the basics of brass instruments.
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